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IXth General Assembly
“...born of a woman... „ (Gal., 4,4) Christian women called to be a creative energy
Tinos island, Greece, 4th-10th August 2014

Our 9th General Assembly was organized successfully, on the island of Tinos, in Greece
from 4th to 10th August 2014. Almost three years of preparation proved fruitful in many
ways, offering a very well-prepared and balanced programme to almost 150 participants
from 27 countries, an international team of young women, and another 50 or more local
participants/guests:
a. A variety of methods in exploring the theme of the conference : a Round Table,
thematical workshops and creative workshops all organized by local women
b. Sufficient business sessions for reporting on the past but also planning the future
of the organization, including deciding on the vision, mission, work priorities and
new leadership team for the coming 4 years.
c. Numerous opportunities for socializing, networking, sharing and experiencing
Greek hospitality: inspiring morning and evening prayers, daily newsletter,
cultural events (including a traditional wedding and a theatre play at an open-air
amphitheatre), relevant art exhibitions, open-air meals offered by and shared with
the local community in the villages of Kardiani and Steni, etc.
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VISION: EFECW envisions to be a living Christian community of sisters, by creating a
holy and safe space where all women – beyond their differences – are empowered to
share their spirituality and to experience faith. EFECW strives to become a recognised
voice of Christian women in Church and public life in Europe.
a) EFECW future priorities:
• National cooperation (among EFECW members)
• Synergy of national and European levels
• Seeking new members
• EFECW visibility
• Lobby EU
• EFECW recognise partner of European churches
b) Priority Themes:
• Spirituality
• Economy
• Inter-denominational
• Inter-faith
• Gender mainstreaming
• Far-Right movements
New Leadership Team
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Co-Presidents
Eva Guldanova, Lutheran, Slovakia
Gabi Kienesberger, Catholic, Austria
Asea Railean, Orthodox, Rep. Moldova
Co-ordinating Committee
Marijana Ajzenkol, Catholic, Serbia
Fiona Buchanan, Reformed, UK
Marianne Milde, Catholic, Germany
Timea-Zsuzsánna Soós, Reformed, Romania
New members
Two new member organizations, since the 9th GA, were welcomed to the 9th General
Assembly: the Ecumenical Women’s Forum in FYROM and the Ecumenical Women’s
Forum in Armenia, both present with their delegations.
Round Table

Marina Kiroudi explained the Orthodox Tradition of the Theodokos, the woman
connecting heaven and earth. She explained the role, Mary was given in the first
Ecumenical Councils of Nicea and Constantinople.
Myrto Theocharus first made visible the exploitation of women bodies in nowadays
financial systems. Regarding Mary, she challenged the auditorium to see the divine
presence in this low class pregnant teenager and to distinguish the socially unacceptable
from the sinful.
Jillian van Turnhout spoke about her political work in the Irish Seanad (Senate), where
she acts mainly as an advocate of abused children. Being a member of the Catholic
Church she stressed the point that at certain issues it is sometimes necessary to challenge
one’s own authorities as it was in the case of child abuse in Ireland.
Thematical Workshops
1. Time and Democracy: the work-free Sunday as a pillar of our spiritual, social and
economic life (Gabriele Kienesberger) Sunday protection strengthens the social cohesion
of our societies. It therefore represents a precious value, which should be recognized as a
pillar of the European Social and Economic Model. The focus of this workshop lied on
combining work‐free Sunday and decent working hours for workers and citizens and
economic competitiveness. Moreover this can be seen as the basis for democratic
involvement of the citizens. For a couple of years now, the socio‐economic crisis has
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been overshadowing European policy making. Austerity, further liberalization and
flexibility are very often seen as key solutions for getting out of the crisis. Social
protection and social rights seem to be put aside. However, employment and the creation
of jobs and economic competitiveness in Europe are the main requirements for
overcoming the crisis. But what kind of jobs do we need in Europe? Can competitiveness
and decent work and a common weekly rest day go hand in hand, and under what
conditions? Competitiveness needs innovation, innovation needs creativity and creativity
needs recreation! Legislation and practices in place at the European level need to be more
protective of the health, safety, dignity of everyone and should more attentively promote
the balance between family and private life and work.
2. Mary in the Magnificat is a creative and powerful figure inspiring the present-day
women (Michelle Lefeuvre and Claire-Lise Ott) The workshop focus was to empower
our role as women having as starting point today’s Magnificat: develop among women
attitudes inspired by the Magnificat, namely availability and active participation. The
workshop included (a) Bible study, (b) Story-telling about women who transformed their
gender into a strong ability to change society and Churches around them, (c) action
planning where women can use their creative strength to serve people around us.
3. The consecrated woman (Sister Alberta Stefanou) Devoting her own life to God is a
woman’s choice. The workshop focus was the most important support a consecrated
woman may offer to her Church or her society, namely (a) to help encourage a culture of
life, have a new prospect, and take active part in the service of God’s kingdom; (b) to be
involved in a new form of saintliness, adapted to nowadays, ensuring that faith is a
human and religious value; (c) to be a creative energy in an ecclesial and social revival.
Church, as a Communion, paves the way to the consecrated woman for promoting the
cause of the women, offering some patterns of service and increasing partnership.
4. Tell me your story (Inger Lise Olsen)
The aim of the workshop was to learn some methods in working with life-stories, looking
at the different faces of violence against women and children in church and society,
identify rituals for naming and healing.
5. Is Mary Important for Herself or for Being the Mother of Christ in the Holy
Qur'an? (Hosn Abboud Sawaf )
Workshop on intertextuality between the Gospel according to Luke and Surat Maryam
(chapter Mary, 19) in the Qur'an. The workshop’s focus was on Mary as the great
meeting point for Christians and Muslims, especially for women engaged in peace and
mutual understanding between Christian and Muslim communities, through texts and
questions. These texts on Mary/Maryam can invite us to pray together. Participants
“met” "Mary's Path" and "the feast of Annunciation" (traditions in Lebanon), where
qur'anic recitation (given by a shaykh) and church bells open the ceremony every year
and where they try to bring religious traditions (liturgical, artistic) to a level of
appreciation of difference instead of living ignorance of rich cultures.
6. The Role of Lay Women in Christian Education (Lydia Schiriha)
Over the past few decades the role of females in Christian structures is being much more
appreciated and there has been a steady increase in the awareness that females should
participate more extensively in the life of the various Christian Churches and especially
in the evangelisation process. The objective of the workshop was to appraise the richer
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role which females can play in an increasingly secularised society, especially in respect
of the cultivation of Christian values among tomorrow’s generation. Special attention was
given on how the new media are, and could be further used for this purpose.
7. Mary – a power woman! Perspectives from feminist theology (Martina Heinrichs)
The workshop aim was to discover Mary as an inspiring and empowering woman through
(a) Exploring the role Mary played in our (religious) education, (b) Reading in the Bible
about Mary, and (c) Drawing new models for women of today.
8. Eco-feminism (Kristina Ivanauskiene) Eco-feminism is a union of two concerns ecology and justice for women. Awareness of eco-justice and justice for women is having
more and more impact on Christian theology as such.
9. Women Empowerment and Active Participation (Maria Koutatzi) The aim of the
workshop was to discuss ways to enlarge and renew membership of EFECW at national
and European level. Based on an interactive presentation and discussion on understanding
concepts of empowerment, participation and leadership; discussing the implementation of
these concepts in NGOs; sharing personal stories of empowerment; and personal
reflection time for planning possible changes and steps for implementation in the national
and local branches of the Forum.
10. Theotokarion: the aromatic of the wreath of the ever- Virgin Mary; from now on
all the generations will call me fortunate. (Sister Iouliani)
A theological approach of the role of the Theotokos (God-bearer) in Christian life and the
effects of this role in contemporary everyday life and especially for Christian women,
according to the Theotokarion - a collection of hymns on Virgin Mary. The workshop
leader, as the abbess of one of the most famous pilgrimages in Greece, she analysed how
the nuns experience their faith every single day and how they perform it as a diakonia and
exercise, as fight and sisterhood.
Creative workshops
Meditative / Silent walk offered a spiritual moment, time for personal reflection and
prayer by walking in silence from Exombourgo (a pilgrimage place) to Xinara and from
Exombourgo to Tripotamos; walking from the hilltop to the village, trying to sense
(smells, sounds, colours) the Tinian natural beauty.
Preparation of incense and of a traditional drink: In the famous Orthodox female
monastery of Tinos, Monastery of Kehrovouniou, situated up in the mountain of Tinos, a
workshop on the preparation of incense, which plays a special role in the eastern
Christian tradition, and a workshop on the preparation of a local drink, were organised
and offered an opportunity to participants to experience, for a while, the spirit of a female
community.
Marble sculpture: Presentations of the history, materials, technique, theory as well as
demonstration of the useful tools were part of this workshop organized by and at
Annette’s atelier. Tinos is the birthplace of famous marble sculpture artists.
“Dilemma and choice” - Experiential workshop: The aim of the workshop was the
interface of modern dilemmas and choice with similar situations in the ancient tragedy;
The realization of how seasonable are such classical texts. Participants dealt with
abstracts from ancient Greek tragedies, in which heroes face dilemmas and make
personal choices that they defend with their life attitude. Heroines such as Antigone and
Medea and heroes such as Oedipus choose and undergo the consequences. These texts
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functioned as a basis on which the participants extended their thoughts to their personal
lives focusing on their personal moments of dilemmas and choices. The artistic result was
presented in an Ancient Greek Drama play organized at Volax open amphitheatre.

Meeting the Tinian Cuisine / Cooking: Tinos has an excellent cuisine and cheese has a
special place in it. With Tinian cheese being the basic ingredient participants prepared
cheese pies (both savoury and sweet) with a variety of flavouring.
Creations from recycling material: The aim of the workshop was to get acquainted
with material of the island and connect those with imagination: Participants could see
how to use the most basic materials and how to give them a new perspective through a
variety of techniques.
Basket-weaving: Basket-weaving is a profession which is slowly getting lost, but used to
be one of the main professions in Tinos and the Greek islands at large. Women could see
the weaving different steps and participate in some of them.
A participant’s view on the General Assembly
The following report was prepared by the Austrian delegates, immediately after the 10th
General Assembly in Tinos, and captures the proceedings from a participant’s point of
view:
“One of the key aims of this report was to highlight the efforts undertaken by the
preparatory group in organising the General Assembly. Together with the local team in
Greece, this group had achieved a resounding success in setting up this European
conference, which above and beyond the technically well-equipped conference chamber
offered participants from all over Europe an insightful and interesting seminar. The
chance to get to know the Greek hosts in person, especially those from Tinos itself, on
their island in their own cultural home, was very well planned and successfully put into
practice. This also applied to the special ecumenical situation on Tinos. The participants
were invited to visit the island’s Orthodox Marian shrine and to join in ecumenical
worship in the other churches. The chance to mix with locals often falls by the wayside at
these international gatherings, so this rare pleasure really deserves extra mention!
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It might well be that our sincere appreciation of the preparatory work that went into
organising the conference on the part of the coordination team and the Presidents was
somewhat overshadowed in the report, so we hope to make amends with this addendum.
The first point that needs highlighting is the immense effort involved during the planning
stage to coordinate full coverage of the conference theme with contributions from various
experts along with the inevitable business meetings that need to be held by such a largescale European organisation. At the same time, the organisers need to invite and include
an appropriate spread of delegates so as not to exclude any spiritual dimension and also
make sure they come up with an adequately diverse, inclusive conference plan. They also
have to ensure that the conference participants get the chance to express their own
opinions and be heard as well. There was certainly adequate opportunity for this in the
various seminars and, above all, in the extremely well-planned working groups.
We felt that this had been thought out very carefully indeed. The chairs of the business
meetings were well-prepared, the reports from the individual sections were presented in
a clear and easily comprehensible manner, and there was sufficient opportunity to ask
questions – which was put to good use. This also applies to the reports concerning the
activities of the coordinating committee.
The election process for the new steering committee was also very well organised –
starting with the advance notification to the national committees calling for nominations.
Thus it was then down to the national committees to ensure that candidates were
nominated in time. The nomination committee worked conscientiously and transparently
and explained the proper electoral procedure, and indeed the elections ultimately went
without a hitch. This is not the first time that the results of an election like this might not
have been totally representative of the entire region of Europe. The democratic process
legitimises those elected to represent the forum both externally and within. We must
continue to seek ways of avoiding the departure of any countries. This is a challenge we
all face, and the partnership projects encourage this solidarity.
We all felt that the conference was a great success in every respect – and who is to thank
for this achievement other than the Co-Presidents and the coordinating committee!”
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Message of the 9th EFECW General Assembly
''CHRISTIAN WOMEN SEEKING PEACE'' - Christian women from 27 countries came
together in Tinos, Greece, for the General Assembly of the Ecumenical Forum of
European Christian Women (www.efecw.net). Tinos (Greece) is special because it is a
place of pilgrimage to the Virgin Mary. This location inspired the theme, “ ‘Born of a
woman...’: Christian women as a creative energy in Europe”. The Assembly was made
very special by the generous hospitality of our Greek sisters and the people of Tinos.
The Forum is very diverse with women from all the Christian traditions throughout
Europe and of all ages. In coming together as Christian women we hope to live the
European values of reconciliation and understanding. By sharing our different
experience, we reflected that each woman and man is born equal. We believe that we are
created in God’s image.

We therefore bring our perspective as women of faith, our collective voice and our belief
in the power of prayer to the following challenges.
We are mindful that it is 100 years since the start of the First World War and 75 years
since the Second World War began. We acknowledge that women played many different
roles in these wars both promoting nationalist values as well as working for peace. These
devastating wars profoundly changed the lives and roles of women.
Today we continue to live in a world where there are many places of conflict including
Ukraine, Syria, Iraq and Palestine/Israel. The civilian population, especially women and
children, is suffering greatly. These conflicts touch all our lives and it is difficult to
discern what is right. We condemn the fact that for many of our nations the business of
weapons manufacture is a driving economic force.
Women and women's organisations must be instruments of peace. We encourage women
to come together to pray and work towards peace. The women of the Forum will
continue to work within their churches to inspire them to advocate for peace within the
public and private sphere.
Current conflicts heighten societal issues of racism, refugees and migrants that are
already present in our European context. We believe all people are created in the image
of God and this makes us deeply concerned at the dehumanising experience of refugees
and migrants within our communities. We will work within our churches to ensure their
dignity and support their voice.
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Our presence in Greece reminds us of the severe impact of the 2008 financial crisis. We
still have a financial system that causes poverty, disadvantage and environmental
problems. As Christian women we will respond to the call to be a creative power by
working to discover new solutions that will provide a sustainable life for future
generations.
The basis of our hope for the future is nurtured by our faith and our experience that
prayer works. We take as our inspiration the prayer of Hildegard of Bingen (1098 -1179
a.D.).
Holy Spirit
You are the breath, give us life,
You are the salve, heal our wounds,
You are the fire, warm our hearts,
You are the light, guide our feet.
Let all the world praise you,
through Jesus Christ our Saviour and Lord. Amen.

Meetings of the Board - CC meetings

1.
Athens, Greece,1st to 5th April 2014: Two main areas of work: PopUp Monastery
and General Assembly
2.

Tinos, Greece, 2nd-4th August 2014
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POP- UP MONASTERY
A project of the young women’s group of EFECW

Empowerment of women
The Pop Up Monastery itself as well as the whole preparation process is a learning
platform where the participants can acquire new skills and gain self confidence.
Women will have the opportunity to contribute to the project at different stages:
through workshops, preparatory meetings and during the monastic life itself, by
bringing in their talents and experiences and taking on leadership for certain areas.
A particular focus is on women and leadership: What is good leadership? To what
extent does our gender influence leadership?
Our aims are:

To create a safe environment where women can leave their comfort zone and
experiment with new skills


To encourage women to take on leadership and develop a positive approach
to power



To share responsibilities and recognise different styles of carrying them out



To face up to difficult situations in daily life through spiritual strength and a
sense of belonging



To share life stories and build up relationships that can carry women through
difficult times

 To tackle conflicts through conversation and consensus finding.
The Pop Up Monastery is planned to take place in summer 2015 (venue to be
confirmed) for a period of 3-4 weeks. It will be open for women of all ages,
denominations and regions who wish to contribute to the spiritual development of the
Forum, to the intergenerational exchange and mutual learning and who are longing
for a personal spiritual retreat in an intercultural environment.
The overall aims of the EFECW (ecology, economy and ecumenical sharing) will be
reflected in the programme of the Pop Up Monastery.
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A movie project on PopUp Monastery supported by the World Church Relationships of
the Methodist Church in Britain and EFECW, started filming during the 10th General
Assembly focussing mainly on interviews. A trailer-promotion for PUM was launched
few months later (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6tjj8Ngudvs).

Jacqueline Stuyt Legacy Fund
The following projects were supported by the JSL Fund in 2014:
1. Ecumenical Forum of Christian Women in Austria (EFCW Austria)
“From Care Crises to Care Justice – Facts and Perspectives”
Within the revision project of the Ecumenical Mission Statement of the Christian
Churches in Austria in 2013/14 (“Social Mission Statement 10+”) the EFCW Austria is
revising the Women’s Social Mission Statement from 2003 (published by EFCW
Austria) and focusing on the issue of care economy as the challenge for all generations.
EFCW Austria organized a hearing and created a statement/document to include into the
whole ongoing project of “Social Mission Statement 10+” and to propose to the
Ecumenical Council of Austria to keep track on this issue within its future social policy.
2. EFECW Germany
“Woman from Greece meets woman from Germany - Who is saved by the measures
against the Euro crisis?”
The project consisted of the participation of Ecology Summer School women and a
Workshop at the German ecumenical gathering “The future we mean – life instead of
destruction” in Mainz/Germany, 30/4 – 4/5 2014 (www.oev2014.de). The theme was
inspired by the title of the NC meeting in Vienna in September 2013. The emphasis of the
workshop was on the one hand justice, women’s rights and reconciliation and on the
other hand globalisation and global financial mechanisms.
3. “Soarta”, Moldova
A seminar was organised to (start) improve the inter-confessional dialogue between
Christian churches like Traditional Orthodox Church, Greek-Orthodox Church, Catholic
Church and Protestant Church, in the Soroca District, in order to increase the cooperation
between Christian women and enhance their participation in the community. Women
were also involved in small trainings on project development and capacity building, that
should lead in creation of small businesses.
4. Hungarian Women’s Forum (Women’s Commission of the Ecumenical Council of
Churches in Hungary) “Learn me! Learn with me!”
A project on reconciliation and healing between gypsy and non gypsy communities in
Hungary. It consisted of two parts: Study tour: 9th April – 13th April, 2014 and a
Consultation: 30th June – 4th July, 2014 in the Retreat and Conference Centre of the
Reformed Church in Balatonfüred. There was a focus on how the underprivileged gypsy
children could catch up with their studies. The project fulfilled the objectives of starting
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of reconciliation and healing process among ethnicities within the Christian churches, as
well as giving an example of living together. The study tour helped in learning more
about justice and poverty. Further goal (which has already started within the program) is
helping in capacity building for the gipsy sisters involved in the project.
5. Ecumenical Humanitarian Organization (EHO), Serbia
“Connecting compassionately II - regional training for women from ex-Yugoslavian
countries”
The project represents the continuation of the Ecumenical Forum of Serbia project, which
included two regional training events on the subject of non-violent communication and
conflict resolution. Due to the great interest shown and the need for work on
reconciliation in this region, the project was continued in 2014. As part of this year's
project, one regional training event titled “healing wounds and forgiveness” was held
between 17th and 20th of October in Strugain (FYROM). The training event was
attended by 19 women of different confessions from the Ecumenical Forums (EF) of
Serbia, Croatia and Macedonia. This was a unique opportunity for the EF from Serbia
and EFCW from Croatia to establish cooperation with the EF from FYROM for the first
time.

Call for Action for the European Parliament Elections - May 2014
The French EFECW invited all member organization and beyond to reflect on the
following text in preparation of the European elections:
“As Christian women and European citizens, we believe that the election of the European
Parliament members by universal vote is important for the future of women and for our
continent also. The voice of our representatives –men and women – will be stronger and
therefore better heard if they are elected by a great number of people.
Why have we a particular responsibility in this election process?
1. We do not share the very wide spread disenchantment towards the European Union as
we have to notice the best Europe has already done for the women: campaigns against
violence towards women on European level, gender equality that is harmonizing in the
different European countries …Elsewhere in the world Europe is considered to be a
model about the women condition. But nowadays nationalisms are growing up,
cultural divisions take the same way and endanger this model at the moment. To make
the progress in the legal texts a reality in every country, the women still need Europe.
And they could go ahead because they already gathered together in networks like the
European Women Lobby.
2. We were very enthusiastic receiving the Ecumenical Charter signed twelve years ago
by the European churches. So we recognize (chapter III) “our common responsibility
in Europe (in) participating in the building of Europe” (paragraph. 7) and (in)
“reconciling peoples and cultures” (paragraph.8). Therefore we have to appoint men
and women who will do their best to keep alive the Charter values on our continent.
For the coming elections, the vice Chairmen of the European Parliament make a proposal
“to act, to react, to accomplish” .We may invite all the candidates in our countries to
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implement the European Pact for Equality, adopted by the European Union Council in
March 2011. This initiative will strengthen our awareness of European membership.
The first act is to go and vote.”

Representations
15th ESWTR conference, Dresden 28th August – 1st September 2013
Under the title “New Horizons - Resistance and Visions”, 160 women academics from all
over Europe and some guests from India, Mexico, the United States, Africa and Australia
came together in Dresden from August 28th till September 1st 2013. Being one of the first
cities of the former GDR where the peaceful revolution of 1989 took place and ended up
in the fall of the socialist system Dresden turned out to be a perfect embedding for the
topic. The historical context came alive by talks and debates with contemporary
witnesses and by a visit to the important places of the events of October and November
1989, among them a visit to the investigation prison of the State Security (Stasi). Other
and more recent forms of resistance were named like the Punk Prayer of the Russian
Band Pussy Riots, Moscow 2012. New social movements like the ‘Arab Spring’, the
Occupy Wall Street movement and Femen, the women’s protest group which started in
Ucrain show that the people’s voice tries to be heard globally. It became clear that the
classical form of feminist theology -reading the bible from the perspective of women,
research about women in church history etc.- gets a new branch and needs new tools
when it wants to analyze those contemporary phenomena. Religion in the society rather
than in our churches is the focus, feminist theology becomes a form of public theology.
The role and presence of religions in the public sphere becomes increasingly important.
Another frequently used term is postcolonial theology which seems to be specially
relevant in Western European contexts. Eastern and Central European theologians said
that they are not yet working on it. The African biblical scholar Musa Dube made clear
how bible reading in her native country Botswana had been influenced by white
missionaries and made African men and women invisible. As an act of resistance bible
study groups of women read or rather sing and dance the bible in their own way.
Queer theology and queer bible reading - meaning theology against the mainstream appeared also during this conference as other forms of resistance and brought new
insights and perspectives. It is impossible to give a complete record of all lectures, minilectures, key note speeches, panels, and other presentations which were held during these
five days in Dresden. They were more than seventy. Part of them will be published in the
Yearbook of the society.
It is clear that feminist theology of the 21st century has to respond to new challenges of
religion in the public sphere. This conference has contributed to a re-formulation and a
new vision in reaction of the signs of this time.
The conference was initiated by the German branch of the European Society of Women
in Theological Research. It was held for the 15th time since the beginning of this society
in 1986. More information can be found at www.eswtr.org.
EFECW is closely linked to the ESWTR and sends regularly a representative to the biannual European conference. The following EFECW members were present: Marina
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Shishova (Russia), Kristina Ivanauskiene and Ruta Dauksiene (Lithuania), Ioanna
Sahinidou (Greece) and Martina Heinrichs (Netherlands). The next ESWTR conference
will take place in August 2015 in Crete, Greece.
Asian Christian Women’s Conference (ACWC)
The Quadrennial General Assembly of the Taal lake, Tagaytay
Asian Christian Women’s Conference
(ACWC) took place in October 2014 in the
Carmelite Missionaries Center of Spirituality
in Tagaytay, a nice place in the hills near the
Vulcano Taal Lake, south of Manila, the
Philippines. Eight Carmelite sisters run this
place together with a staff, receiving all sorts
of church related groups of adults, youth and
children. The ACWC holds her General
Assembly every four years, incidentally in the
same year as her European sister organisation, the Ecumenical Forum of European
Christian Women which I represented as a guest from overseas. The title of this year:
”United in Christ, We Build A Live-giving World”. 140 women from about twenty Asian
countries were present. The respective country reports gave a good picture of the burning
issues in this part of the world affecting mainly women and children:
- the gap between rich and poor, unequal distribution of power and resources, inadequate
access to resources by the poor and marginalised, exploitation of workers, un- or
underemployment;
- violence, abuse and exploitation through human trafficking;
- discrimination against women and girls, indigenous people, ethnic, religious and sexual
minorities, migrant workers, asylum seekers and refugees;
- pollutions and ecological damage, natural disasters such as typhoons, floods, tsunamis,
volcano-eruptions;
- religious extremism, terrorising people of a different faith;
- greed, corrupted governments, power abuse of the authorities leading to injustice and
perpetuating the suffering of disadvantaged people and Mother Earth.
On the background of this analysis of the status quo the
participants committed themselves to:
* more collaboration among ACWC members and expanding
cooperation with communities of other faiths and with nonchurch organizations;
* empowerment and affirmation of women, fostering
leadership of young women;
* to build an inclusive church which welcomes all regardless
of their differences;
* to strengthen inner peace and spirituality in striving for
peace and justice in the world;
* to conduct bible studies in the light of social justice, gender
equality and care for the ecology;
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* awareness raising for the environment and environment-friendly practises in daily life;
* to promote gender justice;
* to advocate for changes in legislation and policy which lead to protect human rights and
the environment;
* to give voice to the voiceless.
International Committee meeting of the Fellowship of the Least Coin (FLC)
This wordwide women’s prayer movement started in 1956 in the Philippines by an Indian
woman called Shanti Solomon who was on a peace mission with an international team of
Presbytarian women to overcome the wounds between countries caused by World War II.
Her visa to Korea was refused, and she had to stay in the Philippines while the others
moved on. In her vision that prayer surpasses national boundaries she got the idea that
each woman – even the poorest - can contribute whenever she prays for peace and
reconciliation by setting aside her ’least coin’. This ecumenical prayer movement spread
quickly among the Asian countries and beyond. Today all continents are part of it.
Europe is represented by the Ecumenical Forum of European Christian Women. Every
year the International Committee meets to allocate grants to about fourty projects and
some scholarships for young female students. A broad range of projects are presented
from water cleaning and bio-gas production to health and hygiene education, from
women literacy programs to fighting against domestic violence; from women
entrepreneurship and goat farms to sports event for girl orphans, etc.
Every year I am very much impressed by all these initiatives set up by christian women
who are deeply concerned by the social and spiritual needs of the marginalised in their
countries. Some of these sufferings are well known and reported in our media, but there
are always new forms of discrimination never heard before. This time it was the atrocities
committed to widows who are terrorised and tortured, deprived from food, clothes and
money according to culturally rooted widowhood rites which were reported from
Cameroon. And even if forms of oppression are well known, it makes a difference when
we hear about concrete stories and cases rather than read about them in our newspapers.

Children of the daycare center in Manila-Tondo, slum area

It is even more impressive when you see a project with your own eyes: at the end of the
meeting we visited a project of the United Church of Christ in the Philippines (UCCP) in
the slums of Manila which provides a child care day-center for children run by volunteers
providing them with food, clothes and schooling. Amazing how happy the laughter of
children can sound in the sad and dirty circumstances of a life in the slums. Since this
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year FLC has added a second priority, namely ”Children” to its policy by launching
”Shanti means Peace”, a booklet which tells the story of the movement in the language of
children, through the eyes of Padmini, a little Indian girl. It will be hopefully translated
into many other languages by the sixtieth birthday of FLC in 2016.
Martina Heinrichs, FLC regional coordinator for Europe
Conference of European Churches, Church and Society Commission, Plenary
Meeting, Leuven/Belgium, 3-4 December 2014
Basically this meeting was the last one of C&S before the merging into the new CEC
structure. The office of CEC in Geneva moved to Brussels with reduced staff. Part of this
meeting, especially on December 4th, was dedicated to legal procedures, including the
dissolution of C&S and its board and voting for the new and smaller governing body of
CEC consisting of 20 persons including the President and two Vice-presidents. The new
CEC structure was launched with celebrations, including a symposium.
The new governing body will have to develop the vision and planning, first for one year,
later for more years, since there was too much focus on structure in the last assembly.
It was vey much emphasised that the work of C&S topics should go on in the new CEC
structure. In fact the officers already made working plans and gave some inputs for 2015.
There will be three working areas (not new) with partly new themes:
1) Environment and economics including employment and social issues
2) Human rights and freedom of religion and belief
3) Education and democratic citizenship
Regarding partner organisations or associated members, it was underlined that the
cooperation and linking relationships should not be lost. Concrete possibilities: taking
part in the working groups, mutual participation at each other’s conferences and
meetings; organising consultations and expert meetings on specific issues. CEC has
already started to design cooperation contracts with partner organisations, e.g. with
Eurodiaconia. In the new constitution there is a paragraph on partner organisations.
EFECW could:
- formulate a vision and aims for cooperation between EFECW and CEC,
- design a cooperation agreement between EFECW and CEC,
- participate in one or more working groups of CEC,
- invite CEC to participate in one or more EFECW projects, meetings and events,
- evaluate form and level of cooperation yearly.
Martina Heinrichs
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EXPENSES & INCOME 2014
Budget 2014

31Dec2014

Reality 2014

EXPENSES
General

Budget 2014

Reality 2014

INCOME
General
€
€

8.500,00
2.000,00

€
€
€
€

50,00
1.600,00
1.000,00
100,00

€
€
€
€

100,00
500,00
6.350,00
20.200,00

General Assembly Tinos
Accomodation & meals
€
Stewards programme
€
Travel expenses - Band I
€
Travel expenses - Band II
€
Travel expenses - Band III
€
Travel expenses - 50%
€
Acc.&meals trainers&speakers €
Travel exp. trainers&speakers €
Honoraria trainers&speakers
€
Acc.&meals interpreters
€
Travel exp. interpreters
€
Honoraria interpreters
€
Preparatory work
€
Conference admin./invit, mailing €
Training material
€
Photo copies
€
Rental plenary&seminar rooms €
Cultural events/excursion
€
Travel exp. CoPs, CC,Gr.team €
Publication/report/evaluation
€
Accounting/auditing
€
Bank charges
€
Other costs
€
PUM film team

49.477,70
12.533,10
5.600,00
5.880,00
437,50
2.450,00
5.539,20
3.200,00
2.600,00
1.855,80
1.800,00
5.600,00
8.650,00
1.250,00
1.000,00
1.000,00
11.800,00
2.500,00
3.050,00
2.500,00
800,00
100,00
400,00

ET/CC/RDG
Accounting & Auditing
CEC
Office costs
Representations
Website+Reservation 2015
Printings
Reservation Assistant to CC
Bank charges/
Other costs
Preparatory work for GA
Total

€
€
€
€
€
€

7.284,80
1.500,00
230,00
205,68
772,12
2.556,60

€
€
€

6.000,00
283,56
109,66

€

18.942,42

€
€
€
€
€

33.621,36
14.245,03
9.812,21
5.435,21
135,25

€
€
€
€
€
€
€

1.394,00
2.541,94
300,00
2.331,80
2.913,53
5.280,00
10.215,88

€
€
€
€
€
€
€

48,00
1.920,00
12.852,00
6.751,00
7.668,48
1.000,00
800,00

€
€

897,77
2.236,62

Membership Fees
FLC
Ref.Ch.Bern-Jura
Donations
Other income
Interest ING
Interest Securities

€
€
€
€
€
€
€

8.000,00
7.500,00
4.500,00
100,00
100,00
500,00
150,00

€
€
€
€
€
€
€

8.687,00
7.977,04
4.877,78
307,00
628,08
971,92
156,80

Total

€

20.850,00

€

23.605,62

€
€
€
€
€
€
€

50.000,00
17.100,00
1.800,00
5.040,80
1.687,50
3.150,00
51.245,00

€
€
€
€
€
€
€

46.348,93
13.153,40
1.960,00
2.855,00
354,30
675,00
57.053,45

€ 130.023,30

€

122.400,08

General Assembly
EFECW provision
Participant fees
Partic. fees-Band I
Partic. fees-Band II
Partic. fees-Band III
Partic. fees-50%
Fundraising
Total

€ 130.023,30

€ 122.400,08

€

2.079,64

€

2.079,64

Project: Pop Up Monastery (PUM) 2014
Preparatory work
€
2.079,64

€

2.079,64

Project: Pop Up Monastery (PUM) film project 2014
cost of film team&materials
€

9.024,45

€

9.024,45

Project: Pop Up Monastery (PUM) film project 2014
cost of film team&materials
€
9.024,45 €

9.024,45

Total
Project: Pop Up Monastery (PUM) 2014
Preparatory work

SHORT OVERVIEW
General income
expenses
balance

Budget 2014
€ 20.850,00
€ 20.200,00

Reality 2014
€
23.605,62
€
18.942,42
€
4.663,20

€ 136.373,30
€ 136.373,30
€
-

€
€
€

122.400,08
122.400,08
-

Project: Pop Up Monastery (PUM) 2014
income
€
3.000,00
expenses
€
3.000,00
balance

€
€
€

2.079,64
2.079,64
-

Project: Pop Up Monastery (PUM) film project 2014
income
€
9.500,00 €
expenses
€
9.500,00 €
balance
€

9.024,45
9.024,45
-

€

4.663,20

General Assembly Tinos, Greece
income
expenses
balance

Total balance
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Auditors’ Report
The Financial Report 2014 was prepared by our treasurer Hannah Golda.
Excerpt of the external auditor’s report (KOBRE Wirtschaftsprüfung GmbH):
“We have conducted the audit in accordance with Austrian Standards on Auditing. In our
opinion, the accounting records and financial statements comply with Austrian law and
the Forum’s articles of incorporation.”
The Financial Report was approved by the Co-Presidents and the Co-ordinating
Committee members.

Contact
Ecumenical Forum of European Christian Women
174 rue Joseph II, BE – 1000 Bruxelles, Belgium, www.efecw.net

Austrian EUR account number
IBAN (since May 2013): AT64 1919 0000 00269688
SWIFT Code: BSSWATWW
Account Name: Oekumenisches Forum Christlicher Frauen in Europa

PLEASE REMEMBER to support the:
Ruth-Epting-Fund(REF)
Every time you think of the members of EFECW, remember that with
your donation to REF encourage all women to participate in the life of the
Forum. Details in: http://www.efecw.net/Epting-Fund/

The Fellowship of the Least Coin (FLC)
When you pray, have the little box ready for the least coin.
FLC relates us European women to our sisters around the globe.
Details in: www.flc.net.ph

EFECW anniversary book:
You can order the book “THREE
GENERATIONS, with energy and vision”
at gabriele.kienesberger@gmx.net
Minimum price: 8 Euro (+postage) solidarity price:
12 Euro (+ postage)
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